INTRODUCTION
With the increased need for random number generators for use in cryptography, computer simulations, developing Monte Carlo methods, and many more, testing random number generators to ensure they meet minimum requirements has never been more important. Although testing is important, it can often be put off due to the lengthy run times required to accurately test the random number generator. Currently the leader in random number generator testing is the TestU01 empirical statistical testing suite which offers multiple tests that range from multiple seconds to multiple hours to run. Through this paper I hope to offer a solution that will both decrease the running time of TestU01 and keep the test as accurate as possible. [8] [11] [12] The idea being tested through this paper is to divide TestU01 into sections and then run each section on an individual computer. To assist in running each test on an individual computer, or at least an individual CPU core, we will be taking a look at High Throughput Condor (HTCondor).
In theory, when using HTCondor, the user should be able to decrease the run time of a complete test down to the time of a single sub tests in the TestU01 suite. [8] [11] In the following sections we will explore the design and goals related to the project at hand.
Next in section 3 we will have an in depth discussion of the current TestU01 testing suite, followed by a discussion of a modified version that has been modified to increase parallel performance of the testing suite. Once we cover the testing suites we will be using, we will discuss HTCondor and how it is used. We will then get to the test set up that will be used for this project, followed by how everything was set up. Next in section 8 we will discuss some of the modifications that were made to both TestU01 and HTCondor to get the project working. Once everything is set up we will discuss the scripts that were written to make running a test as simple as possible. Finally, in sections 10 and 11 respectively, we will discuss the testing done on the system as well as the results of those tests.
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CHAPTER 2 DESIGN AND GOALS
The first step in developing a better testing suite for random number generators is to define what we will agree will make a testing suite better. Some of the features that are easy to agree upon for making a testing suite better include decreasing the needed run time, getting accurate values, and being user friendly.
Design
The design for this project is fairly straight forward, I will be creating and documenting an HTCondor pool that is able to accept TestU01 as a job. The HTCondor pool will be able to run all of the sections of the TestU01 job simultaneously, reducing the overall time required to run the tests. I will also be configuring and modifying TestU01 to be able to run on a distributed system to decrease its running time.
Goals
As we have previously stated we have three goals for this project. Goal one is to decrease the run time required to complete a test. The next goal is to achieve the same accuracy of the previous test. Finally, our third goal is to make the test suite more user friendly. Two of our three goals should be easy to measure, since it is possible to measure time with the help of GNU time, and accuracy by comparing the output of multiple runs of a test, however the ease of use is a harder goal to measure. To ensure the goal of ease of use is met, I have managed to simplify running the entire test down to entering one command in a terminal.
CHAPTER 3 TESTU01
TestU01 is currently the most popular testing suite use for determining the validity of a random number generator. When TestU01 was released, it replaced the previous test battery called DIEHARD . Because of how much more demanding TestU01 is for a random number generator to pass, many of the top random number generators that had previously passed DIEHARD were now failing TestU01. At the time TestU01 was released DIEHARD was able to test a random number generator in as little as fifteen seconds, however due to the much more demanding tests of TestU01 it could take upwards of twelve hours to run a single complete test of TestU01s largest test Big
Crush. While TestU01 supports many tests, for this project we will only be focusing on three of them, Small Crush, Crush and Big Crush. [8] 3.1 Small, Regular, and Big Crush
As I just stated, we will be focusing on three of the tests that are available through TestU01.
These three tests include Small Crush, Crush, and Big Crush. Small Crush is the fastest of the three tests to run and is made up of ten smaller tests. With the standard version of TestU01, Small
Crush is expected to take anywhere from one to two minutes to finish when running on a Pentium four. Crush is the middle test of the three and one of the more reasonable to run. Not only does Crush offer more tests than small crush at ninety-six tests, it is only ten tests less than Big Crush (however Big Crush runs different, more intense tests). An average run of Crush is expected to take anywhere from an hour and a half to two hours when running on a Pentium four. Finally, we come to Big Crush, the test that we should be able to see the most improvement out of in this project. Big Crush offers one hundred and six tests to be applied to a random number generator and takes an upward of twelve hours to complete when running on a Pentium four. [8] [12] [11] 
Performance
The original version of TestU01 was written for and run on single core Pentium four processors. Since then, computer hardware has become more powerful and costs relatively less. Over the years, TestU01 has been maintained and is now a bit better when it comes to overall performance.
Because of all the updates, which seem to work similar to the ones in the next section, The current version of TestU01 does not really show any interesting compared to what we will be seeing in the next section. Because of this, I would like to take a look at the reported performance from the paper "A Review of TestU01" by B. D. McCullough. Even though these measurements are outdated, I think it is important to look at them to understand the need for performance increases.
I would also like to look at the original reported values so that later we will be able to compare the performance increase of the three systems. [8] As you can see, Small Crush takes repetitively no time, requiring only two minutes to run. Next we have standard Crush, which takes about 1.7 hours to complete, making it take long enough for a user to not be productive. Finally we can see Big Crush, which is reported to have taken around 12 hours, which is long enough that a researcher would not be able to use that machine for the rest of the day. As a small disclaimer these are the results reported back when Big Crush only had 45 test vs the 106 it has now. [8] A huge breakthrough in my research for this project was discovering that there was an optimized and parallel version of TestU01 that had been created since the release of the standard TestU01 suite.
In 2012 the Department of Computer Science at the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca released a project that started out with the standard implementation of TestU01, then first optimized it for modern computers that had access to more cores than they did in the past by increasing its parallel performance. Next they continued and made their parallel version of TestU01 object oriented to increase the efficiency to further reduce the run time of the tests. [11] [12]
Parallel vs. Standard
Some of the changes the parallel version of TestU01 holds over the standard version as explained by the authors include allowing for multiple input fields to be processed simultaneously, separation of the tests output streams, and finally parallelization using OpenMP. The main feature offered by this implementation that is useful for my project is the parallelization using OpenMP. Essentially, the creators noted that when TestU01 was run it would run through a sequential test of calling the random number generator, then testing, then calling the random number generator, then testing, and so on until the testing was complete. The creators went on to explain that they basically created individual OpenMP sections for every generator call followed by a test. [11] Other differences between the two versions of TestU01 are related to how the two get their data for testing. In the original version of TestU01 all of the tests being run were run sequentially. Therefore, they were able to reuse the data from previous tests so that they did not have to get data from the generator every run. The parallel version of TestU01 differs from this because you are able to run each section individually. While the parallel version still supports the option to run sequentially with the same data all the way through, the broken up runs all require their own instances of the random number generator to be run. While this does change the results for an entire run, it does not invalidate them because the same runs are still being run on the generator, it is just being refreshed after each test instead of using the previous generator state. [11] [12] [8] 
Performance
To test the newer parallel system, the creators at Cluj-Napoca were able to run tests using between one and twelve cores to see if there was a point where performance seemed to stop increasing.
When the core count was increased from one to three, there was a decrease in time of each single test from about thirty minutes each to about five minutes each. The time to run the tests seemed to stabilize around five minutes per test, with little reduction in run time after the first three cores.
[11] [12] For this project I ran my own tests on this version of TestU01 which can be seen below. I to make the tests fair in comparison to my testing for my own implementation, I ran the tests on one of the machines that will be used in my HTCondor pool.
The data above was collected over twenty runs of Small Crush, Crush, and Big Crush. The shortest test, Small Crush, managed to complete in an average of 7.6 seconds compared to the two minutes that was originally quoted before the parallel version of TestU01 was release. The time improvement is very impressive, but Small Crush is not the test that causes issues for a user to test multiple times. As we get to Crush, which was originally quoted as taking around two hours, we see that by just using the parallel version you are able to cut the time to around 32 and a half minutes (1949.0202 seconds). Finally, if we look at the original quote of about 12 hours for Big Crush we can see that the parallel version was able to cut the time down to a little over four hours (14443.4891 seconds).
CHAPTER 5 PARALLEL VS SIMULTANEOUS EXECUTION
While the main goal of this project is to be able to run the entirety of a TestU01 Big Crush test at once to decrease testing time, it is not exactly the same as running it in parallel. More so, I would like to think of the execution as simultaneous. As stated before, TestU01 is very sequential, with test one finishing, then starting test two, and so on. When running all of the tests at once, you would see no benefit from waiting for each test to complete before starting the next test. While I am utilizing the parallel version of TestU01 that we discussed in the previous section, I am not using it for the parallel functionality, although that is a slight benefit. The main reason I am using the parallel implementation of TestU01 is that it has an already partially working feature that allows you to call individual tests from Crush and Big Crush. Thanks to this, I was able to finish all three of the Crushes and verify the results. [11] CHAPTER 6
HTCONDOR
The observation that lead to the implementation of HTCondor is that there are two main types of computer users, normal users and power users. Normal users only use a fraction of their computers potential and often times leave their computer idle for long periods of time, or at least they do not fully utilize the hardware they have access to. The other type of user is a power user, or someone who is ultimately limited or bottle necked by their workstation and would benefit from having more resources at their disposal. HTCondor is a way to allow power users access to more resources without spending money, and while increasing the utilization of machinery that is already owned.
The core principal of HTCondor is that, if a machine is not currently in use, lets put it to work.
A standard install of HTCondor will monitor the usage of all of the computers in the pool and only use the resources of a computer who has been using less than 3% of its CPU resources and has not seen any mouse or keyboard i/o within the past fifteen minutes. All of the parameters related to when the pool can use a node are able to be changed by the pool manager on a node by node basis to allow users to have more ownership of their computer, while still sharing the idle resources. While offering resources to power users is considered important, the creators also knew that it would be difficult to get non-power users to allow it on their machines if it would interfere with their own work. In most cases, Condor pools are set up on large networks, often over two hundred computers. For this project I will only be using nine computers, however since the goal is to allow one user access to a more powerful system, this should be more than adequate. I would also like to point out that when HTCondor was first released each computer would only have one core on average so they only worked as one node. The machines I am using for my experiment all 
Useful Condor Commands
During my time working with HTCondor I became acquainted with a few commands that are either useful to a user, or flat out required to get your HTCondor pool to do anything. For a new user, the most important commands are the ones that follow. There are many more commands that a more advanced user may end up using, but those can be found through the online HTCondor documentation.
condor submit submits the specified job to the HTCondor pool. Without this command your HTCondor pool is useless. A user can run this command by entering condor submit submission file. This command will also show the user if any of the jobs that have been submitted are currently running, being held due to an error, or if they are still idle. This command can be used by entering condor q.
condor release allows a user to specify a job number to release from a hold state. If a job is unable to run for any reason, such as incorrect permissions, it will be placed in the hold queue. To release a job from the hold queue the user will want to check the log file to verify why the job was held in the first place, then correct the issue. Once the issue has been resolved, the user can enter condor release Job# and the job will go back into the running queue.
condor status allows the user to view the current status of all of the nodes of the HTCondor pool. The status of the nodes can be unclaimed, claimed, or busy. A node is noted as busy if it is currently being used by another end user, or if the computer has a process running on it that is utilizing more than 3% of its processor. The node is in the unclaimed state when it is not in use from another end user, and is not currently running any jobs from the HTCondor pool. And finally, a node can be claimed if it is either currently executing, or preparing to execute a job that has been submitted to HTCondor.
condor rm allows a user to remove a job from the HTCondor queue before or during its execution. The user is able to run condor rm job# to remove any job or part of a job that has been submitted.
CHAPTER 7 SETUP
The current HTCondor Pool that I have been using for this project is set up in MCH202 and spans nine physical machines. Each machine is configured identically physically with an Intel i7 4770 with a clock of 3.4 GHz (boost clock of 3.9GHz), this CPU is quad core and supports hyper threading allowing to to be used as 8 nodes in the pool. The machine also has sixteen gigabytes of ram that are accessible by the pool. Software wise, each machine is also identical only differing in host names, with each machine using the name slave# (# being the number given to the machine 19, to specify the physical computer). Later in this paper we will discuss the limitations of this setup, however for our purposes this is adequate. The Master node for this project was created in a virtual machine, that way at the end of the project it is able to be handed over to another user so that they can use this already running pool for their own random number generator testing. The virtual machine is running Linux Mint 17.3, which at the time of creation was the most up to date version of Linux Mint available. Linux Mint was chosen because it seems to be one of the easier distributions for non-Linux users to get equated with, which ties into the goal of making something anyone can use. For the virtual machine it is recommended that the user allow the virtual machine access to at least two CPU cores and at least two gigabytes of ram, that being said it, it should run fine on lower specs. Because the actual execution runs on the remote HTCondor pool, the hardware recommendations are only here to allow the user a good experience with the standard Cinnamon GUI supplied with Linux Mint, and will not affect performance of the HTCondor system. If the end user were to want to create a new master running a different operating system, they would be able to any operating system they would like. They would need to have the host name of master, unless they want to manually change all of the other nodes to link to a new name. To create the new master, the user would just have to install the same version of TestU01 (with modifications) as the rest of the pool, and then install HTCondor and mark their new machine as a submission machine and scheduler.
Networking
Before discussing the steps needed to set up the networking aspect of this project, I would like to bring up the fact that all of the machines intended for use in the HTCondor pool (both execution machines as well as submission machines) must be connected on the same LAN. If machines are on different LANs it is still possible for a condor pool to be set up, however that is called Flocking, and that is beyond the scope of this project. [2] [7] The first step in setting up the HTCondor pool is to configure each machine to be able to communicate with each other through Secure Shell (ssh).
Setting this up requires the user to install openssh-server and then generate a public and private key. The command for installing openssh-server is as follows: sudo apt-get install openssh-server.
Once the software is installed, the user must create their own public and private key. To create keys, the user should navigate to /.ssh and enter ssh-keygen -t rsa. Once all of the machines that are intended to be set up for the HTCondor pool have their own public and private keys, the user needs to disperse the keys. Key dispersal in this case requires n 2 exchanges so I created a script for the user that will call the command automatically for each transfer on each machine. The manual command the user should use if they need to transfer fewer keys is ssh-copy-id username@ipaddress.
Now that all of the machines are able to SSH without the need of a password being entered, the user needs to modify the Hosts file to allow them to not have to manually enter the IP address of each machine. The easiest way to accomplish this is to copy the hosts file from the Master node to all of the Slave nodes. The user is able to use the command sudo scp /etc/hosts username@ip to send the hosts file to each user manually. Once the file is on a computer, the user needs to log into the computer and replace its hosts file with the new one that was copied over from the master node. Once the file is copied into place, the user needs to restart networking, which can be done by rebooting. Now that the user is able to ssh from machine to machine using hostname@hostname it is time to install HTCondor and build our pool.
Installing HTCondor
When installing HTCondor, the user will want to have some information already figured out and close by, such as the names of the computers that will be included in the HTCondor pool, which computers will be for execution, which computers will be allowed to submit a job, and finally which computer will be hosting the HTCondor scheduler. Once the user has all of the information ready, they are able to start the configuration by going to a terminal and entering sudo apt-get install htcondor. If the user decides they would like to install on Windows or OSX they are able to download a corresponding executable that will install HTCondor for them.
Standard installation
Once the user has started the installation download the user will be greeted with a configuration GUI that walks the user through their install, however without previous research it is easy for a user to get lost during the install. The first question asked by the configuration tool is if the user wants to allow the tool to set up HTCondor for them. I strongly recommend the user select the yes option here because it drastically simplifies the set up after this point if they do. Next the configuration tool will ask if the user wants to set up a personal HTCondor pool. It is important that the user select no at this point, because selecting yes will end the set up there and not offer assistance with networking or setting up a scheduler. Next the user will be prompted to select what permissions the current machine will be allotted, whether it is going to be able to submit jobs, execute jobs, and/or be a scheduler (you only need one scheduler). Next the user will be prompted to enter a directory domain label, for this installation just click enter because it is unneeded. This is the point where we will finally see the benefits of setting up our etc/hosts file previously, instead of having to manually type the ip address of the computer that is going to be designated as the scheduler, we are able to just enter the computers name, in our case master then click enter. Finally, the user will be prompted to enter the names of all of the computers that will be in the pool and be able to write files to this specific computer. The user will want to enter the name of all of the computers that they will be adding to the pool so that they are able to use check pointing functionality as well as simple functionality like reporting results. At this point, the installation is almost done and the user will only need to modify two more files. The first file to modify is located at etccondorconfig.d00debconf, where the user will be modifying 3 lines including from the bottom up, ALLOW WRITE, CONDOR HOST, and finally CONDOR ADMIN. The user will want to replace the line that starts with ALLOW WRITE with the names of all of the machines in the pool, for example ours says "ALLOW WRITE = master, slave1, slave2, slave3, ..., slave9". Next the user will need to change the name of the CONDOR HOST to "CONDOR HOST = master". Finally, the user will need to change the admin email account encase of issues,the user can just replace the email address with one for the pool to use. The last file the user has to modify is the condor config.local located at /etc/condor/ where they need to add the scheduler and other nodes allowed access to it at the bottom. Finally, the user is able to reboot the machine and restart the HTCondor service with sudo service condor restart. This set up process will take about five to ten minutes per computer, but is worth it in the long run. Because of the GUI I found it hard to script a solution to configure this step, although I did find it much easier to simply copy the two files over from the master machine once it was configured to all of the slaves and just put them in the right location once the main installation was complete. To copy the files over the user can use scp filename compuer@adress:location or any other method they would prefer.
Parallel Configuration
While we do not need the parallel configuration for this specific project, it is only a little bit more tweaking of the system and can be beneficial to set up while the user is already in the mindset of configuration. The user will need to go back to /etc/condor/ and add the parallel configuration file (configuration file will be supplied with the master virtual machine). Once the new file is in place the user must specify the new dedicated scheduler in FILENAME with the entry of ENTRY.
When this is all in place the user will be able to restart all of the computers and restart HTCondor once they restart. The nodes should rejoin the pool, and the user will now be able to submit jobs in the parallel universe alongside the vanilla universe.
Installing TestU01
Installing TestU01 is a lot easier than installing HTCondor, it only involves moving your TestU01.zip to the /etc/, unzipping it, and then installing the package. A basic installation can be done following the readme that is included in the TestU01.zip file that is available multiple places online. The steps for installing all three versions of TestU01 will be very similar up until the very end, so I will only cover the version that I have modified in this section. The first step the user will want to take is to copy TestU01.zip to their /etc/ directory with sudo cp TestU01.zip /etc/.
Next the user will want to unzip the folder using sudo unzip TestU01.zip. Now that it is unzipped the user will be able to access the directory and all of its files. If the directory is still not accessible the user may need to change the directories permissions with chmod xxx TestU01 where xxx is the desired level of permissions the user would like to assign. Once inside the new directory, the user will need to run sudo configure, sudo make, and sudo make install. The three commands will install all of the packages required for the user to run TestU01. We are now at the point where the three instillation will differ. For out installation, the user will want to copy the new version of bbattery.c and bbattery.h into their designated directorys (denoted in the README file supplied with them). At this point the user may wish to reboot all of the systems.
Moving the Pool
While the HTCondor pool is now located on 9 physical computers in MCH202, it has not always lived there. The current HTCondor pool is actually the third one that was created for this project.
Previously the Condor pool was created in MCH202, then recreated as a virtual pool, then moved to physical machines in another lab, and finally found their way back to MCH202. As I have stated, the HTCondor pool was originally created in MCH202 towards the beginning of this project. This room seems to be the ideal place for a project of this nature because it has thirty reasonably powerful computers that are idle more often than not. However, as classes started reserving the room, some of the machines were accidentally re-installed over by other people, causing me to have the need to move the system so that this would not happen again. The second iteration of the HTCondor pool was created as a single virtual machine that could be cloned and run multiple times. This idea seemed to be a good idea because with this implementation the entire system could be moved anywhere at any time with the creation of a few scripts that would allow the user to easily maintain their networking hosts file as well as their HTCondor networking files. This implantation seemed to be going great until after some research I learned that both HTCondor and TestU01 can sometimes have errors that do not get reported or logged when running on virtual machines. After learning about the issues related to running on a virtual machine, and the issues with my previous physical installations being erased accidentally by other users, I was offered the use of forty physical machines located in a more isolated locked computer lab. At first this iteration seemed to be fairly promising and I was able to re-install all of the operating systems and then install and configure HTCondor and TestU01. While installing the operating system I was using a generic Linux 32/64 bit install DVD and did not think to check which version was being installed.
After configuring all of the system I attempted to submit a job to my new HTCondor pool and was continuously greeted by a new error I had not previously seen. After researching the error, I realized that the pool was set up on 32-bit Linux and would only accept code compiled for 32bit to run on it. I continued researching and realized that the Pentium 4 processors in the machines were the last generation of Pentium 4 to not support 64 bit operating systems, so I realized once again, I had to move the pool. I do want to note that it would have been possible to compile the code on a 64-bit computer with a flag to allow execution on a 32-bit machine, however that added more complexity to the users experience, and I wanted to make sure that there would not be any compatibility issues. At this point the semester was well on its way and the state of the computers in MCH202 had been finalized. I was able to create accounts on nine machines that were not being used for a formal class and use them for the remainder of this project.
CHAPTER 8 MODIFICATIONS
Most of the work done for this project was either related to figuring out the core installations, moving the system multiple times, and the scripts written to make everything go, all covered in different sections of this paper. There was, however, a chunk of the project that required modifying code for TestU01. While earlier in this paper we talked about how the parallel implementation of TestU01 had a function to allow the user to call individual tests from any of the three main tests (Small Crush, Crush, or Big Crush), I did not mention that the functionality was never directly used anywhere. To be able to run tests individually, I had go though and figure out how the single calls worked. The preset individual tests also only worked on Crush and Big Crush, so I had to manually get it to support small Crush also. As it was when I first touched the parallel version of TestU01, when Small Crush was run, tests 3 4 and 7 were never run. After fixing some dependencies I was able to get them working again. The main fix for getting Small Crush working as individual tests was to change bbattery.h and bbattery.cpp to accept an extra parameter for the smallcrush function. The extra parameter was used to pass in which of the ten tests the user wants to run for small Crush. The other two tests were set up to handle selection of tests slightly differently, however the implementation ended up being very similar, but more complicated. Other modifications in this project manifested in the form of configuration modifications discussed in other sections of this paper.
CHAPTER 9 SCRIPTS
While the configuration of this project is fairly nontrivial, I wanted its use to be simple enough that it could immediately benefit anyone testing a random number generator with little to no instructions. To achieve this goal, I created scripts that only require a user to be able to compile their own code and then run a single script. To achieve this goal, I created seven scripts that are able to run different tasks related to using TestU01 and HTCondor. Below I will explain in detail what each script does and when it would be run.
HTCondor Related Scripts
check q is a simple bash script written to constantly monitor the job queue for HTCondor.
While this is the shortest script, it is still very useful for monitoring the status of longer jobs. When the script is run it automatically calls condor q every two seconds. This script was written to help the user monitor when the HTCondor pool accepts the submitted job, starts running the submitted job, and the state of the running job. Run by ./check q restart slaves is an expect script that warm boots (restarts) all of the computers in the condor pool. This script can be used after a configuration change is implemented on some or all of the execution machines, such as modifying the networking hosts file. Run by ./restart slaves 'password' reset slaves is an expect script that restarts the HTCondor service on all of the nodes in the condor pool. This script is used after nodes in the pool are restarted, disabled, or otherwise not connecting to the HTCondor scheduler. Run by ./reset slaves 'password' makesub is an automated bash script that creates the HTCondor submission file for the user.
This script requires the user to have little to no experience with HTCondor, but is easily modified to allow for advanced configurations. In its current state makesub will only create a submission file that uses the vanilla universe, but can be changed my manually editing the file to support other universes. Makesub takes two parameters, the executable file and the name of the test being run. The output file will differ depending on the test suite being run. This script is able to be run individually if the user wishes to create or save their submission file for other uses. Run by ./makesub executable test name
TestU01 Related Scripts
empty is a bash script that was created to determine when HTCondor is finished running a job and to check to make sure all output files were generated. If the script completes and not all of the files are generated, it will give an exit status of 1 and echo how many of the files were correctly generated so far. This script works by checking the directory for files named output.# with # being the number of the process. When empty finds a file it will check its size to see if it is larger than 0. If the file exists and is larger than 0 it will increment the program counter in empty. The overall script will know all of the files are created and valid by comparing the amount it found to be correct with the number of files that should be created for the specific test (ex. Small Crush only needs 11 files while Big Crush needs 107 files). Run by ./empty test name Superstitch is a bash script that takes all of the output files generated by the test run and joins them together into one results file (results.txt). This results file is then copied to the directory of the users choice if the directory exists. If the directory does not exist, it is created and then the file is copied into it. This script also moves all of the output files into the same directory to clean up the users current working directory while saving previous test results in their original form. This script can be run independent of the Master script if the user would like to check old files from previous runs that they need a new results file for. Run by ./superstitch test name directory master is the main script that automates the test for a user who may or may not know anything about HTCondor and very little about TestU01. This one script will take the user from start to finish with their test only requiring them to supply an executable while asking them where they want to save the results and which test they would like to run. Below is an example of the output generated by this script as it runs.
When master is run, line 1 will immediately be generated, followed by the script calling makesub.
Once makesub has finished a file called sub will be generated, followed by master displaying that the job is being submitted to HTCondor. Next master will submit the job to the HTCondor pool with condor submit sub and prints the condor cluster number. The cluster number can be thought of as a priority number, where lower numbers are executed before higher numbers (as possible).
Once the job has been submitted, the master script goes into a loop that is terminated only when all of the files have been properly generated by HTCondor. So that the loop does not use more system resources than it really needs, it only checks the status of the generated files every twelve seconds. A file is deemed to be correct once the file size is greater than 0, this is done because all of the files are actually generated empty once HTCondor accepts the job, but will only write to a specific file when its corresponding test has completed. Once all of the tests are deemed complete, master will call superstitch which copies the content of all of the generated files into one easy to read results.txt file and gives the user feedback on its progress by printing the file number that it is currently working on copying. Finally, master moves all of the files that were generated to the directory that was specified by the user at the beginning of the run, copies the results file to the directory specified by the user, and cleans up the current working directory of any files that were created, leaving the user with a directory in the same state as when they started. Run by ./master executable test dir
TESTING
When it came to bench marking and validating the HTCondor pool running TestU01 I had a few measurements I wanted to address. The first important metric of the system that should be tested is the speed increase, which can be measured by running the same tests on all three versions of TestU01 on the same hardware while using the GNU Time command. To ensure I am not just getting a particularly good or bad test run when testing, I have decided to run each test twenty times on each system. The second important metric to test is accuracy of the test. To do this I have used GNU diff to compare the output of the three versions of TestU01 to see if they all agree with one another. Obviously, when looking for differences, we are able to ignore time differences since they are not related to accuracy. Finally, I took a look into the usability of the machine that submits the TestU01 test. For doing this I monitored CPU usage on the client machine while running the test. Obviously there are other factors related to a good user experience, but if the user is unable to use a chunk of their CPU all other tasks will also be negatively affected.
CHAPTER 11 RESULTS
The results of my tests are fairly not surprising, when more work can be done at once, it gets done faster. During my testing of the HTCondor pool running TestU01 I limited the number of cores down to forty cores so that I could ensure the machines being used were not touched while being tested. As I have stated previously, this HTCondor pool is set up in an actively used computer lab, and some of the computers are used by students daily. After running tests on different numbers of cores, I found that it is fairly simple to figure out an approximation for how long a test will take As you can see, the overall times look to be in similar proportions to the tests done to the parallel version of TestU01, however most of my numbers are significantly smaller. Below are the results for all of the tests narrowed down to the specific test, and compared to the parallel implementation.
Small Crush
As you can see by the previous chart, the average time taken to run Small Crush actually increased during my tests due to the overhead related to submitting and negotiating a job with HTCondor. When running Small Crush it may be more useful for the tester to use a non modified version of TestU01. That being said, the difference between almost 8 seconds and 16 seconds, while realistically being double the time, is not really long enough to make much of a difference in a users day.
Above is a chart that shows the average amount of time the users personal computer is in use for the testing of their random number generator. On all of the tests offered by TestU01, the CPU usage of the test will be 100% of the cores allowed to run the test. Even though sending small crush to the HTCondor pool has more overhead and ends up taking longer, it will only pin the users cpu at 100% for an average of .02 seconds, compared to the 8 seconds taken by the standard version. That means that if the user has any other tasks running on their machine, they will not be effected nearly as harshly as the standard and parallel versions.
Crush
As you can see by the graph above, standard Crush is really where this system starts to shine.
While the parallel version of TestU01 takes an average of 1949.0202 seconds (about 32 and a half minutes) to run, by submitting it to HTCondor we are able to save 1843.9808 seconds ( about thirty-one minutes) leaving us with only 105.0394 seconds ( 1 minute and 45 seconds). I think it is very agreeable that if a user is able to run the same test in about two minutes (the starting length of Small Crush), they would be able to get much more work done in a single day.
Just like with Small Crush, we see the similar results when it comes to the time difference between how much time the user will be effected by running the tests. As with Small Crush, if the user were to use the parallel version on TestU01 only, they would have their CPU pinned to 100% utilization for the full 32 minutes it would take to run their tests. However, if the user were to submit their job to the HTCondor pool, they would see only .1292 seconds of CPU usage, leaving their other tasks free to run in the background.
Big Crush
Finally we can take a look at Big Crush, which has the largest room for improvement time wise. While the increase from the estimated 12 hours down to about four hours by the parallel implementation is pretty impressive, we are able to get the time down even further to about 10 minutes by using the HTCondor pool. As you can see we have an average run time of 644.034 seconds for a full run of Big Crush (which works out to about 10 minutes and 45 seconds). As I stated previously, the decrease from 12 hours to 4 is great, but now the user is able to run the entire test in a matter of minutes, saving them more time than any other test.
The best part about this performance change is that not only does the test take significantly less time to run, but the user is able to use their computer while they wait for the results. With the test running locally through the parallel version of TestU01, the user would see their CPU stuck at 100% utilization for the full four hours. With this version however, we are able to get the users noticeable time down to .3931 seconds, leaving the user able to do whatever they would like while the test runs.
Accuracy
Finally, one of the most important factors to this entire testing suite is the accuracy of the tests. hours. This method of testing is also a lot more user friendly than previous versions due to the included scripts and other files that automate the testing suite for the user.
APPENDIX A MASTER
#!/ b i n / bash #################################### # Created by Joshua B e i z e r # # t h i s s c r i p t i s run t o automate # # t h e e n t i r e t e s t i n g p r o c e s s . # # When t h e s c r i p t i s run i t s t a r t s # # by r u n n i n g makesub t o c r e a t e t h e # # r e q u i r e d s u b m i s s i o n f i l e . Next # # submits t h e f i l e t o t h e HTCondor # # p o o l t o s t a r t t h e e x e c u t i o n o f # # t h e t e s t . At t h i s p o i n t i t g o e s # # i n t o a l o o p o f w a i t i n g f o r t h e # # t e s t s t o be done . I t c h e c k s f o r # # t h i s by r u n n i n g empty . i n t h e # # e v e n t o f a hold , t h e s c r i p t f i x e s# # t h e i s s u e and then r e l e a s e s t h e # # h o l d . when e v e r y t h i n g i s c o m p l e t e# # t h e s c r i p t w i l l j o i n e v e r y t h i n g # # u s i n g s u p e r s t i t c h . F i n a l l y , t h e # # s c r i p t c l e a n s up any tmp f i l e s # #t h a t were g e n e r a t e d d u r i n g t e s t i n g# #################################### # Notes : # # u s e : . / master e x e c u t a b l e t e s t d i r# #ex : . / master t e s t . out c r u s h t e s t 8# #################################### I n p u t F i l e=$1 B a t t e r y=$2 F o l d e r=$3 NotGenerated=0 echo " making HTCondor submit f i l e "
. / makesub $ I n p u t F i l e $ B a t t e r y > runTest s l e e p 2 echo "" echo " s u b m i t t i n g t o HTCondor" c o n d o r s u b m i t runTest > tmp2 echo −n " c l =" > tmp3 g r e p −oP " c l u s t e r \ s+\K\w+" tmp2 >> tmp3 #p u l l v a l u e from tmp f i l e 3 ( j u s t c l u s t e r number ) s o u r c e tmp3 ClusterNumb=$ c l echo " Condor C l u s t e r Number : $ClusterNumb " echo ""
echo " c h e c k i n g f o r output f i l e s " echo " This may t a k e some time , f i l e s a r e w r i t t e n a f t e r " echo " t h e i r c o r r e s p o n d i n g t e s t s have f i n i s h e d r u n n i n g " w h i l e [ $NotGenerated −eq 0 ] do . / empty $ B a t t e r y i f [ $ ? −eq 0 ] then l e t NotGenerated=1 echo " f i l e s g e n e r a t e d " e l s e c o n d o r q > tmp echo −n " h e l d=" > tmp4 g r e p −oP " running , \ s+\K\w+" tmp >> tmp4 s o u r c e tmp4 hVal=$ h e l d i f [ $hVal −ne 0 ] then chmod 777 output . * echo "" c o n d o r r e l e a s e $ClusterNumb echo " h e l d t e s t s r e l e a s e d " f i s l e e p 3 echo −n " . " s l e e p 3 echo −n " . " s l e e p 3 echo " . " s l e e p 3 f i done echo "" echo " J o i n i n g a l l output f i l e s "
. / s u p e r s t i t c h $ B a t t e r y $ F o l d e r echo " f i l e s j o i n e d , r e s u l t s . t x t g e n e r a t e d " echo " c l e a n i n g up d i r e c t o r y " rm runTest rm tmp rm tmp2 rm tmp3 rm tmp4
echo "" echo " * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " echo " T e s t i n g c o m p l e t e . R e s u l t s a r e i n r e s u l t s . t x t which i s " echo " l o c a t e d i n your c u r r e n t d i r e c t o r y a s w e l l a s i n $ F o l d e r " echo " * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " # #u s e : . / makesub e x e c u t a b l e testname # #ex : . / makesub t e s t f i l e c r u s h # #################################### c o u n t e r=0 I n p u t F i l e=$1 B a t t e r y=$2 NumbTests=0 i f [ " $ B a t t e r y " == " SmallCrush " ] | | [ " $ B a t t e r y " == " s m a l l c r u s h " ] then NumbTests=10 S e l e c t e d T e s t =0 f i i f [ " $ B a t t e r y " == " Crush " ] | | [ " $ B a t t e r y " == " c r u s h " ] then NumbTests=96 S e l e c t e d T e s t =1 f i i f [ " $ B a t t e r y " == " BigCrush " ] | | [ " $ B a t t e r y " == " b i g c r u s h " ] then NumbTests=106 S e l e c t e d T e s t =2 f i echo " U n i v e r s e = v a n i l l a " echo " E x e c u t a b l e = $ I n p u t F i l e " echo "Log = l o g " echo " Output = output . \ $ ( P r o c e s s ) " echo "" w h i l e [ $ c o u n t e r −l e $NumbTests ] ; do echo " Arguments = $ c o u n t e r $ S e l e c t e d T e s t " echo "Queue" echo "" l e t c o u n t e r=c o u n t e r+1 done 
